
Alternate Projects is pleased to be participating in the inaugural
Pittsburgh Art Book Fair this Saturday and Sunday at the Carnegie
Museum of Art. We will be offering a fine selection of historically
important artist publications, ephemera, records and like-
contemporary works as highlighted below.

Nam June Paik
Kill Pop-Art! Robot-Opera (N.J. Paik), 1964
Two-sided tri-fold flyer, black and white offset on white paper.
Photo by Peter Moore. 
8 1/2h x 11w in / 21.59h x 27.94w cm

$ 800

Published in conjunction with the performance of Nam June Paik's
"Robot Opera" featuring Charlotte Moorman on cello and his Robot K-
456.

 "The robot’s solo act was titled, Robot Opera (1964), but the
title was thrown around loosely. Between 1964 and 1965, a specific
performance with Moorman, a concert of works by multiple composers
or just Paik, and several street theatre promenades all carried
that name. What Robot Opera more clearly designates is the operatic
and sci-fi inflected style that both artists brought to their
collaboration when the robot worked as much as when it failed."
_____Sophie Landres

Kinetische Objektenshow / Kinetic Object Show, 1969
Exhibition catalogue for De Hallen - Haarlem, Stedekijk Museum
Schiedam, Groninger Museum and Rijksmuseum, The Netherlands.
Perspex cover with a lenticular design (optical illusion of
rotating discs with movement), lumbeck binding, 62 pp, black and
white illustrations throughout. Dutch, English. Includes
announcement card with mounted perspex piece of same design. 4h x
11 1/4w in / 10.16h x 28.57w cm

$ 250

Louise Nevelson
Nevelson, 1976
Exhibition catalog, the Pace Gallery, New York. Pictoral wrappers,
staple-bound, black and white and color images throughout, with 8
die-cut images of Nevelson's Moon Gardenscapes printed on heavy
black card stock bound in center. First edition. Unsigned and
unnumbered. 10h x 8w in / 25.40h x 20.32w cm

$ 150

Un espace parlé = A spoken space : 47 propositions : Messageries
associées, 1977-1979
Gatefold cover, black and white, 6 pp double-sided soft cover
booklet inserted in jacket designed to resemble a sound-disc
sleeve, English and French; some German, Portuguese and
Catalan. 12h x 12w in / 30.48h x 30.48w cm

$ 650

Contributors:
Ulises Carrion, Guglielmo Achille Cavellini, Giuseppe
Chiari, Geoffrey Cook, Diego Cortez, Joyce Cutler-Shaw, Douglas
Dunn, Eulàlia, Fernando de Filippi, Robert Filliou, Ian Hamilton
Finlay, Peter Frank, Al Sousa, Diane Spodarek, Seth Tillett, Franco
Vaccari, Ben Vautier, Lawrence Weiner, Larry Wendt among others.

Inside cover:
“A Spoken Space” is a series of exhibitions during two years which
set in action the combination of the telephone network, the
symbolic place of the gallery and an artist whose piece was
specially conceived for this program. Each exhibition or Imaginary
installation was broadcast night and day for eight days by the
automatic answering-device.

The goal of this program was to highlight the transition from one
mode of perception to another: the transformation of a fictitious
visual space into its actual verbal representation.

In accordance with the fundamental idea of this project, you will
find here, instead of a pressed record, the totality of the records
furnished by each artist.

Gutai
Gutai: Special Edition Of The First Gutai Exhibition, 1955
Staple-bound soft cover exhibition catalogue with some colored
pages, some color but mostly black and white images
throughout. Some condition issues. 
9 1/2h x 10w in / 24.13h x 25.40w cm 

$ 1,000

This highly scarce exhibition catalogue was produced in conjunction
with the first Gutai exhibition which took place in Ohara
Hall, Tokyo, Japan, in October 1955. This exhibition represented
the first manifestation of Gutai and it displayed a wide-range of
work created by a group of young artists and their
founding leader Jiro Yoshihara.

In the spirit of avant-garde, Gutai Artists challenged the formats,
materials, and boundaries of painting with innovative projects that
explore space, time, and sound. The group gained international
notoriety for the creation of new experimental art forms revolving
around performance, painting, and interactive environments. These
iconic large-scale multimedia environments, performances and
theatrical events emphasized a highly unique relationship between
body and matter. 

In Another Moment, 1971
Exhibition catalogue. Glossy card stock folder with 21 loose
plates, 2-sided essay page, acetate title page. Gallery SKC,
Beograd. Some condition issues.
12h x 8 1/2w in /30.48h x 21.59w cm 

$ 950

Artists: Giovanni Anselmo; Robert Barry, Joseph Beuys, Stanley
Brouwn, Daniel Buren, Victor Burgin, Jan Dibbets, Braco
Dimitrijeviec, Barry Flanagan, Grupa/E Kod, Grupa OHO, Douglas
Huebler, Alain Kirili, Jannis Kounellis, David Lemelas, John
Latham, Sol LeWitt, Goran Trbuljak, Lawrence Weiner, Ian Wilson.

The exhibition At Another Moment was conceptualized as curatorial
translation of the temporary exhibition At the Moment, organized in
the entrance of an apartment house in Frankopanska 2A, Zagreb, into
a more “permanent” exhibition, taking place within the
(alternative) institutional space of the Student Cultural Center
(SKC) in Belgrade. Ivana Bago describes the background of the
original exhibition in Zagreb as “the result of Braco and Nena’s
travels across Europe where they became acquainted with the
burgeoning new art scene. The process of organization involved
sending letters of invitation to the participants. Whatever was
mailed back to the organizers by those who had responded to the
invitation was then exhibited. […] The exhibition included the
participation of some of the best known figures of Conceptual
art.” 

Sol LeWitt
Arcs, Circles & Grids, SIGNED, 1972
Printed wraps with 195 black and white illustrations throughout.
First edition. Signed bookplate on inside back cover. Some
condition issues. 8h x 8w x 1d in / 20.32h x 20.32w x 2.54d 

$ 450

Provenance: Henry Pearson/Sol Lewitt

Regarded as a founder of both Minimal and Conceptual art, Sol
LeWitt (1928– 2007) transformed the process of art-making by
questioning the basic relationship between an idea, the
subjectivity of the artist, and the artwork a given idea might
produce. LeWitt's art is not about the singular hand of the artist
but is instead about the idea behind each work.

Jonathan Monk
Untitled (Sol), 2002
Color photograph. SIGNED dated and numbered on the backside. 8 1/4h
x 11 3/4w in / 20.95h x 29.84w cm

$ 500

This photo was part of a small series of photographs taken by Monk
of works by a tagger in Berlin that went by the name of Sol.  

Jonathan Monk
Leporello No. 8, 2002
Artist’s book. White wrappers with black text, offset printed
accordian format with ten panels (recto), as housed in a bespoke
rigid box with the title hot foiled both on its front & on its
spine. Published by II’Editions. Edition of 250. SIGNED.
7 1/2h x 5 3/4w in /19.05h x 14.61w cm

$ 75

For The Leporello Series a select group of international artists
have been invited by II’Editions to create a book carte blanche,
restricted only by the accordion format and its ten panels (recto).

“Saving himself the cumbersome task of yet again* walking in Ed
Ruscha’s footsteps along the seemingly endless Sunset strip, Monk
captures the zeitgeist through more accessible means. With the
camera of his iPhone 12 set to Panoramic mode, Monk photographed
Ruscha’s 1966 milestone artist’s book – perhaps the most celebrated
book to ever utilize the leporello format.”_____II’Editions

Ed Ruscha
Nine Swimming Pools and a Broken Glass, SIGNED, 1968/1976
Original white wrappers with black lettering, 48 pp with 9 color
photographic illustrations of generic very blue swimming pools, and
1 of a broken glass against a blue background, interspersed among
52 blank pages. Self-published, Los Angeles, CA. Second edition of
2,000 copies. Missing glassine dust jacket, some soiling to
covers.7h x 7 1/2w in / 17.78h x 19.05w cm

$ 1,5000

During the 1960s and 1970s, Ed Ruscha created a series of 16 small,
self-published books. The books were composed around a single
artistic idea or concept that was expressed simply through
photographs and minimal text. This straight forward approach
reinvented the artist book and was the inspiration for what it is
today. Nine Swimming Pools was Ruscha's eighth artist book. The
photos in it were all taken of swimming pools at low-rent Las Vegas
hotels.  

James Lee Byars
“O”, “The Chair of the Artist At Harvard”, “The Exhibition of
Perfect”, “999 (or 666)”,“1980”, dates unknown
5 pieces of ephemera; offset print on paper.
1/8 to 1 in / 0.32 to 2.54 cm 

$ 1,500

James Lee Byars (1932– 1997) was an American visionary conceptual
artist whose art defied strict categorization or description.
Rooted in philosophy and theology, Byers created a broad range of
work from highly extravagant, pageant-like performances to brief
minimal one-act plays. A constant theme in his work (and his life)
revolved around the concept of perfection and the word “perfect”
which led to his ambiguously celebratory exploration of shapes,
numbers and precious materials. Byars has been described as both
“half dandified trickster and half minimalist seer.”

General Idea
Manipulating the Self, 1967
Pictoral wrappers, offset
printed, staple-bound, 20 pp,
black and white photos
throughout. Self-published. The
Coach House Press, Toronto,
Canada. First edition. Edition
of 65. Unsigned & unnumbered.
Postmarked and stamped on
backside.
8h x 5 1/2w in / 20.32h x
13.97w cm

$ 500

General Idea invited people to take a photo of themselves with
their arm wrapped around their head. They then compiled these self-
portraits into the book, Manipulating the Self. Contributors
include Ray Johnson (whose inclusion suggests he may have
influenced this project), May Wilson, “Jhon” Lennon...along with
other various known and unknown persons.

General Idea was a collective of three Canadian artists, Felix
Partz, Jorge Zontal and AA Bronson. Active from 1967 to 1994,
General Idea were pioneers of early conceptual and media-based art.

General Idea
FILE invites you to regain control of the ivory tower, 1973
Offset printed postcard, stamped, ink, mailing label. 
5 3/4h x 3 1/4w in / 14.61h x 8.26w cm

SOLD

Unique subscription card for FILE Magazine with stamps and writing
by General Idea.

FILE Megazine was a quarterly, irregularly published art and
culture magazine, written, edited and published primarily by
members of General Idea from 1972–1989. The visual design and
identity of the magazine was an intentional appropriation of the
defunct LIFE Magazine. This familiar format was intended to attract
a broad range of unsuspecting readers from outside of the art
world.

Richard Hambleton
Archive of materials, ca. 1980 
2- envelopes with R. Dick Trace It’s Perpetual Cyclic Calendar for
the year 2000 and a folded xeroxed sheet stamped in green on the
backside with “I.D.’s Mr. ReeeeSearch continues”; Richard
Hambleton’s artist book I.D.’s Mr. ReeeeSearch Continued,
Hambleton’s Fill In the Faces sheet, stamped twice with Richard A.
Hambleton in red and in writing, “return April”; R. Dick Trace It
two-sided postcard.

$ 1,200

The R. Dick Trace It Perpetual Cyclic Calendar functions like a
ruler, its phallic inner shaft moving in and out to predict the
future of the artist; fully extended in peak years of productivity
and retreated post-coitus style during the slump years.

The Image Murder Outline series invited artists to fill in the
details of an unfinished portrait of a head and shoulders. The
book, I.D.’s Mr. ReeeeSearch Continued, incudes reproductions of
finished portraits by John Bennett, Buster Cleveland, Sera Tin,
Peter Below, Robin Crozier, G A Cavellini, Anna Banana, Ulises
Carrion, Ken Friedman, among others.  

Richard Hambleton (1952-2017) was a Canadian born artist who
relocated to NYC in the late 1970s. Although highly associated with
graffiti art, Hambleton considered himself to be a conceptual
artist who made art for both public and gallery spaces.

Ota (Otacílio D'Assunção
Barros)
Movimento de Arte Pornô
Pornô Comics, 1982
Black and white illustrations
on paper, 8pp, staple bound.
SIGNED by Ota on cover. 9h x 6
1/2w in / 22.86h x 16.51w cm

$ 350

Ota is an nationally recognized
Brazilian cartoonist.

Antolorgia, Arte Pornô, 1984
Movimento de Arte Pornô
Offset-printed book, black and
white illustrations and text
throughout, 205 pp, some
condition issues. 
8 1/4h x 5 1/2w in / 20.95h x
13.97w cm

$ 600

Antolorgia was the last
publication of the Movimento de
Arte Pornô. It features porn
art, performance and poems
produced by PAM members. Text
in Portuguese.

The Movimento de Arte Pornô was an experimental art movement
conceived in January 1980 in Rio de Janeiro by Eduardo Kac. It was
composed of artists, poets and performers. The movement happened
under a military dictatorship and subverted conventional
pornography both as a form of political resistance and as an
innovative art medium. It was formally experimental, politically
progressive, and socially non-normative. 

This was the last Brazilian avant-garde movement. It ended as a
sustained interventionist effort in 1982, with a few publications
coming out through 1984.

Manifesto Movimento de Arte
Pornô, 1982
Paper leaflet. 9 1/2h x 6 1/2w
in / 24.13h x 16.51w cm

$ 1,000

This leaflet is the first and
only autonomous publication of
the Movimento de Arte Pornô
manifesto. Stacks of these
leaflets were thrown up in the
air during the historic
Ipanema Beach performance
“Interversão” (1982). A rare
survivor, this leaflet is
important not only for its
context but for
the monovocabular poems,
graffiti, and slogans
surrounding the text.

Eduardo Kac
Movimento de Arte Pornô
Escracho, 1983
Offset printed soft cover book,
staple bound, 16 pp, unnumbered
edition of 1,000. SIGNED by Kac
in red ink on inside front
cover. 12 1/2h x 8 1/2w in /
31.75h x 21.59w cm

$ 600

Conceived, designed, and
produced by Eduardo Kac in 1983
in Rio de Janeiro,
Escracho includes contributions
from artists and writers from
several countries in a variety
of forms (visual poetry, essay,
cartoon, collage, graphic
narrative, photography, rubber
stamp, typewriting drawing, and
photocopy).

John Giorno
Cum, 1971
Book comprised of poems by John Giorno. Pictoral wrappers, side
stapled, 57 pp, xeroxed pages. Cover design by Les Levine. Edition
of 500. Adventures in Poetry, New York.    
11h x 8 1/2w in / 27.94h x 21.59w cm

SOLD

John Giorno (1936-2019) was an American performance artist and poet
and the founder of the not-for-profit production company Giorno
Poetry Systems, an artist collective, record label, and non-profit
organization whose direct mission was to connect poetry and related
art forms to a larger audience using innovative ideas, such as
communication technology, audiovisual materials and techniques. In
1968, Giorno created Dial-A-Poem using a telephone service to
communicate poetry in a modern idiom. More than one million people
used the service, which inspired a range of artistic and commercial
applications such as Dial-A-Joke, Dial Sports and Dial-A-Horoscope
and is still accessible today. 

Ian Hamilton Finlay
A collection of ephemera: Fish Sheet One, The Land's Shadows,
Arcadian Sundials, Trailblazers, A Waterlily Pool, A Sea Street
Anthology, 3 Banners, Dove, Sparrow, Barges, Point-to-Point,
Estuary Cupboard, Arrows, A Proposal For A Park, Family, 1960-1980.
15 cards and sheets, single to trifold in various sizes.

$ 750

Ian Hamilton Finlay (1925- 2006) was a Scottish poet, writer,
artist and gardener. His work is distinguished by a number of
recurring themes: a penchant for classical writers; a concern with
fishing and the sea; an interest in the Fresh Revolution; and a
continual revisiting of World War II and the memento mori Latin
phrase, “Et in Arcadia ego.

Davi Det Hompson
15, 1976-1980
Slipcase with 15 pamphlets, some staple-bound, some folded all with
printed wraps, color and black and white, English.
9h x 6w x 1d in / 22.86h x 15.24w x 2.54d 

$ 450

Noted for his connection to the Fluxus movement, Hompson frequently
used text in a visual form in posters, pamphlets, artists’ books,
mail art and other constructions. His conversational exchanges in
large-sized and blocky format with the descriptions of the scene
standing in for the images themselves, offered vivid snippets of
language that feel partial or overheard.  Hompson's self-appointed
artist name (Born David E. Thompson) was equally an engagement with
the meaning and structures attached to language in that it was a
transposition of the letters of his name.

Ray Johnson
Untitled (“The Best Collage Show in Years”), 1973
UNIQUE. Type-written letter on Xerox with blue felt tip drawing of
a bunny head + envelope with handwritten text.  
11h x 8 1/2w in / 27.94h x 21.59w cm

SOLD

Ray Johnson (1927–1995) was an American artist seminal in the Pop
art movement of the 1950s, an early conceptualist and a pioneer of
the mail art network- the New York Correspondence School. 

Buster Cleveland
ART FOR UM, ca 1990s
ART FOR UM: Vol. 1 ISSUE 1, 1993
Each- UNIQUE hand-made "magazine" / mail art postcard: printed
paper, handmade postage stamp, USPS stamp on foam core.
5 1/4h x 5 1/4w in / 13.34h x 13.34w cm

$ 500 each

Buster Cleveland’s mail art series ART FOR UM consisted of laser
printed collaged images all mounted to 5 1/4 x 5 1/4 inch pieces of
foam core. Created from 1992 to 1998 and totally approximately
sixty issues, these conceptually rich works are loosely based on
the covers of contemporary Artforum magazines. 

Jenny Holzer
Messages, 1988
Sealed packet with 6 sets of 4 stickers each + colophon sheet.
Offset printed on duotone. 6 1/2h x 9 1/2w in /16.51h x 24.13w cm

$ 500

Created in conjunction with an exhibition at the Institute of
Contemporary Art in London. 
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